
Final Papers

• How to construct an argument
• How to use secondary/primary sources
• Organizing your essay
• Other stylistic issues & tips



Having an Argument
• Your paper must have an argument or thesis

• It just can’t have narrative description (although that is required)
• The first step to constructing an argument is to form a ‘thesis statement’
• One way to form a thesis statement is to: ASK A QUESTION

– Examples
– How did second-wave feminism affect the depiction of Wonder Woman in 

the comics?
– What was the changing relationship between cities and superheroes from 

the 1960s to the present time?
– How has the role of authorship changed in comic books (and comic book 

movies) since the beginning of the superhero era?
• By thinking of an answer to such a question, you’ll be able to develop a thesis 

statement, and then an overall argument for your paper.



Possible Thesis Statements
• In the 1950s and 1960s, Wonder Woman was largely a male fantasy figure 

without very much agency and authority but by the influence of second 
wave feminism in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Wonder Woman took on 
more real-world issues such as wage inequality, family roles, and work.

• The relationship between superheroes and cities was approached differently 
by Marvel and DC. The former located superheroes in real cities while the 
latter positioned them in fictional cities. This fundamental decision 
ultimately also defined the superhero genres in each company by making 
the former more “real” and the latter more “imaginary.”

• In the 1940s, writers and artists cared very little about credit but this 
changed in the 1960s when comic books became big business. However, 
publishers essentially retained full control over characters and it finally 
took the movie boom of the early 2000s before comic book authorship was 
taken seriously.



A thesis statement should NOT 
have:

• Judgments (moral or otherwise)
• “Superhero comics were mostly stupid in the 1940s.”

• Overly broad or obvious arguments:
– “American culture shaped the depiction of superheroes.”
– “Superhero stories reflect real-world concerns.”

– Some tips/hints
– be specific
– two possible ways to develop an argument

– think about causation: x and y caused z to happen
– think about change over time: x changed to y over time, and z was 

the cause



Organizing your Essay
• Super important!
• There’s no one correct way to do this
• I show here one possible way

• Have a title!
• can also use an epigraph

• Introduction
– Introduce your topic, the theme of your paper, and briefly outline your 

argument/thesis sentence



Main Portion of Paper
• The main body of the paper can be divided into two parts

– a brief section (maybe a page or two) dedicated to the basic history of your topic

• Then have the main part of the paper, about 7-8 pages on your topic. Basically, this is where 
you use evidence (primary and secondary sources) to build a case for your overall argument. 
You can use some exposition and background material here

• Begin each paragraph with topic sentences!
– Each paragraph should represent one point that supports your main argument 

– Evidence that adds depth to your one point
– Evidence that furthers your overall argument

– No tangents, no superfluous information
– Ask yourself: What is this paragraph doing?

– is it useful for my overall argument?
– is it advancing anything here?



Primary Sources

• Must use primary sources
– comic book runs (i.e., a series of issues) or graphic novels
– comic book movies
– drawings, letters, documents, etc. produced by comic book writers and/or 

artists
– documents produced by comic book industry people (such as Stan Lee, Kevin 

Feige, etc.)
– interviews with the principal writers, artists, producers, editors, etc.
– testimonies of the audience

• Think carefully about how important/influential/relevant the primary source is to 
your question



Secondary Sources
• Need to cite at least eight of them in paper

– Academic books, academic journal articles
– No blogs, random websites, rants, message boards

• When to use secondary sources in paper:
• To provide a reference to a historical event

• e.g., history of Superman, Batman, etc.
– To cite some broader historical ‘fact’

• e.g., Marvel Comics was founded in 1961
• To show what others have said about this topic before

• e.g., “Historians such as John Smith have written that Stan Lee 
was very sensitive to public opinion. [cite] Others, such as 
historian Jane Doe have noted that Lee really did not care for the 
public. [cite]”

• To clarify obscure terminology or ideas



Conclusion

• Short and sweet, a paragraph
• Sum up your argument again
• maybe add something striking, a nice turn of 

phrase to conclude.



Stylistic Stuff

• NO CONTRACTIONS!
– Can’t = cannot
– It’s = it is
– Its = possessive
– Didn’t = did not 
– Etc. (do not write etc. in your papers, or et cetera) 



Tenses & Punctuation
• Tense

– only use past tense

• Punctuation must be placed before quote marks
– “This is how you quote a sentence.”

• “Not like this”.
– Also, don’t use stand-alone quotes:

• This is correct:
– In his memoirs, Steve Ditko noted that he had “been influenced 

by the philosophy of Ayn Rand.”
• This is not correct:

– In this memoirs. Steve Ditko wrote about his influences. “I was 
influenced by the philosophy of Ayn Rand.”



Spacing, Quotes, Italics, etc.
• Make sure the paper is 12-pt font, double-spaced
• Do not use very long quotes in your paper!
• If you use a block quote, make it single-spaced
• Always italicize the names of books, movies, journals, etc.

– The Uncanny X-Men
– The Dark Knight Returns
– Watchmen
– Comic Book Nation
– Journal of Popular Culture



Citations
• Use whichever system you want, but be 

consistent
• If you use footnotes, make sure to reduce the 

fontsize of the footnotes and make them 
single-spaced


